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Abstract 
Vision positioning system is a kind of non-contact optical sensing system, 
integrated software and hardware for an organic whole, which can automatically 
obtain information or give control action ordersbe from the collected image. 
Comparing with the traditional maual positioning, machinery positioning, laser 
positioning, visual position has a wider range of application, easier operation, higher 
positioning accuracy. Vision positioning system can be rapidly to get large amounts of 
information, at the same time, easily to automated processing, easily to integrate 
between designing and processing control information. The flexibility and automation 
of production line is greatly improved. Vision positioning system is the foundation of 
realizing computer integrated manufacturing technology. 
Designe A mark point visual position and detection system and set up the CNC 
engraving machine experiment platform, which is used to produce the capacitive 
touch screen in cell phone. In the production process, it is needed to carve the profile 
in accordance with of the silk-screen on the glass by recognizing marks and figuring 
out their potioning system is used to set the zero offset and deflection angle of CNC 
machining path. Main research aim of the paper is to provide a non-contact and high 
precision positioning for CNC glass engraving machine, and further improve speed 
and precisionthe for the engraving machine system. Therefore, this article research 
mainly covers the following aspects: 
1. The structure and principle of machine vision detection system is introduced in 
this paper. Specific to the detection of the Mark point, designes a non-contact 
detection system, and sets up a set of experiment platform. 
2. It gives the comparison and analysis of the commonly used image processing 
techniques in machine vision detection, such as grayscale processing, filtering 
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Ⅳ 
3. The analysis for several methods of camera calibration, focuses on the 
software HALCON calibration process, calibration of internal and external camera 
parameters is obtained by experimental results. 
4. Through the analysis for positioning principle, positioning system and control 
system integration applications are developed by Visual Basic 6.0. 
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